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Abstract 
It is crucial to segment characters correctly and improve rate of correct character recognition 

when processing automobile license plates corrections. In this paper, two algorithms are proposed to 
obtain the horizontal tilt and vertical shear angles. The transformation matrix for images rectification is 
given and the subpixel issue is solved. Some experiments were done to test the algorithms. Experimental 
results show that the algorithm is robust, flexible and effective. 
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1. Introduction 
LPR (License Plates Recognition) is a crucial element for implementation of the ITS 

(Intelligent Transportation System). Generally, a typical algorithm for the LPR technique 
consists of three major parts: license plate location, license plate character segmentation and 
license plate character identification. The conventional approaches to locating license plates 
attempt to find the license plate by means of license plates image features such as the color, 
shape, symmetry, geometry or the gradient [1, 2]. For example, in our earlier work, license plate 
regions were extracted by both the dynamic RGB (which are the three color channels: Red, 
Green and Blue) threshold formula and the gradient of pixel intensities over the horizontal rows 
[3]. The next task is license character segmentation. However, the license plates extracted from 
images are not usually rectangular due to perspective or other deformations and extremely 
disadvantageous for segmentation of license plate characters. Therefore, it is necessary to 
rectify the license plate image before characters are segmented. 

To correct license plates, there are two parameters that play important roles. One is the 
horizontal tilt; another is the vertical tilt, also called shear angle. At present many correction 
algorithms have been proposed. Literature [4] proposed differential projection algorithm to 
correct the horizontal tilt (the author's representation). In fact, it is a horizontal differential 
histogram. The principal method sums up the different intensities of all immediate adjacent 
pixels when an angle is obtained by rotating the license plate image. The angle corresponding 
closely to the maximum is the horizontal tilt angle. It is evident that the algorithm is considerably 
sensitive to noise. [5, 6] checked the upper and lower lines on the license plate image using 
only Hough transformation. They considered a thing justified when the upper line is always 
parallel with the lower line without respect to the deformation of the license plate. There is an 
error made in [5]. That is, that shear correction was used to correct license plate regions by the 
angle only obtained through Hough Transformation. Literature [6] used the Hough transform to 
determine the four corner coordinates of a plate region and corrected the distorted images 
through a bilinear interpolation transformation. For this algorithm, it is very difficult to find the 
actual vertex coordinates if image quality is not very high. There is another method that can be 
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seen in Literature [7, 8]. The straight line fitting method was used to correct the horizontal tilt of 
license plate, and the horizontal projection method was used to correct the vertical tilt by finding 
the minimum variance. The drawback of this approach to license plate correction is that it is 
sensitive to noise. To overcome the issue, the author chose a suitable de-noising arithmetic 
before correction. In literature [9], a robust algorithm was proposed to correct license plates. It 
obtained the corrected parameters though the geometric configuration between two neighboring 
numeric character blobs. Of course, there are many other methods to cope with the plate 
correction issue. Here no more than mention of key exemplars of these approaches.  

The focus of this paper is how to obtain the two type parameters to correct license 
plates. It is organized as follows. The next section presents the Hough Transformation, and 
proposes an algorithm by which the horizontal correction parameter was obtained. In section 3, 
a projection algorithm is proposed to get the shear parameter. The correction transformation 
formula is described in Section 4. Additionally, the subfixels issue is solved in this section. 
Experimental results and conclusion are presented in Section 5. 

 
 

2. Obtaining the Tilt Correction Parameter 
License plates require horizontal tilt correction, which can be executed by means of the 

horizontal tilt angle. Major approaches check the edges of license plates. So far, there are many 
typical algorithms are proposed such as Sobel Edge Detector, Prewitt Edge Detector, Roberts 
Edge Detector, Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) Detector, Zero-Crossings Detector, and Canny 
Edge Detector [10-12]. These algorithms sometimes cannot check the edge correctly due to the 
influence of uneven illumination, noise and deformation. The standard Hough Transformation is 
a method to check straight lines. This line detection algorithm does not limit performance, even 
with noise and fragmentation. In this paper, we checked the upper and lower lines on license 
plates by means of the Hough Transformation, and found the character blobs between two 
lines. The horizontal tilt angle was obtained by the two lines and geometric configuration 
features of character blobs.  

 
2.1. Hough Transformation 

The principle of Hough Transformation can be seen from the literature [13, 14]. Give a 
set of points in an image (typically a binary image), with the Hough Transformation, we consider 
a point ),( ii yx  and all the lines that pass through it. Infinitely many lines pass through ),( ii yx , all 

of which satisfy the slope-intercept equation baxy ii   for some values of a and b. Writing this 

equation as ii yaxb   and considering the ab-plane (also called parameter space) yields the 

equation of a single line for a fixed pair ),( ii yx . Furthermore, a second point ),( jj yx  also has a 

line in parameter space associated with it, and this line intersects the line associated with 
),( ii yx at ),( ba  , where a  is the slope and b  the intercept of the line containing both ),( ii yx  

and ),( jj yx  in the xy-plane. In fact, all points contained on this line have lines in parameter 

space that intersect at ),( ba  . Figure 1(a) illustrates these concepts. 

In principle, the parameter-space lines corresponding to all image points ),( ii yx can be 

plotted, and then image lines could be identified by where large numbers of parameter-space 
lines intersect. A practical difficulty with this approach, however, is that a (the slope of the line) 
approaches infinity as the line approaches the vertical direction. One way around this difficulty is 
to use the normal representation of a line: 

 
  sincos yx    (1) 

 
Figure 1(b) illustrates the geometric interpretation of the parameters   and , and it represents 
the family of lines that pass through a particular point ),( ii yx . The intersection point ),(    

corresponds to the line that passes through both ),( ii yx  and ),( jj yx . 

To detect the lines in image via Hough Transformation, the  -parameter space is divided into 
so-called accumulator cells, as illustrated in Figure 1(c), where ),( maxmin   and ),( maxmin   are 

expected ranges of the parameter values. Usually, the maximum range of values is 
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 9090   and DD   , where D is the distance between corners in the image. The cell 
at coordinates ),( ji , with accumulator value ),( jiA , corresponds to the square associated with 
parameter space coordinates ),( ji  . Initially, these cells are set to zero. Then, for every non-

background point ),( kk yx  in the image plane, we let   equal each of the allowed subdivision 

values on the   axis and solve for the corresponding   using the equation  sincos kk yx  . 

The resulting  -values are then rounded off to the nearest allowed cell value along the  -axis. 
The corresponding accumulator cell is then incremented. At the end of this procedure, a value 
of Q  in ),( jiA , means that Q  points in the xy -plane lie on the line jjj yx  sincos  . The 

parameter   corresponding to the ),( jiA , in which the value is more than others, is the 
inclination angle by which we can correct the tilt of plate images. 
 
 

 

 
 

 
Figure 1. (a) slope-intercept equation; (b) normal representation; (c) Detecting lines via the HT 

 
 
2.2. Computing Horizontal Tilt Angle 

The two straight lines on the license plate region were detected via the Hough 
Transformation Algorithm. Let the average value of their horizontal tilt angles be n . We 

searched the character blobs between the lines. In fact, they are not character blobs but some 
connected domain areas because of the fragmented, overlapping and connected characters. In 
our earlier work [15], we proposed an algorithm to solve the issue, and obtained normal 
character blobs. Let the successive character blobs be },,{ 1 nssS  , then the minimum contain 

rectangle of each character blob(MCR of character blob) can be located. Suppose that the 
horizontal distance between the center positions of two neighboring character blobs are

}1,1|{  niODOD i  , and the vertical distance are }1,1|{  niOHOH i  (Figure 2). A set 

of angles is then given by 
 

}1,,1),/arctan(|{  niODOH iiii     (2) 
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Figure 2. The geometrics configuration between neighboring characters. 
 
 

The final horizontal tilt angle is  
 





n

i
in 1

* 1     (3) 

 
Above all, the algorithm can be seen in Table 1. 

 
 

3. Shear Angle Parameter 
As we saw earlier, the deformation of License plate not only has the tilt on the horizon 

but also vertical shear. The focus of the section is on the shear issue. Commonly, shear 
consists of X axis and Y axis direction deformation. The deformation of the shear mainly comes 
from the vertical direction after the tilt correction of license plates. The other deformation hardly 
affects license plates. Therefore, we shall not consider them. 

Assume that the shear angle ψ is different from –φ to +φ, ψ∈[–φ, +φ]. The shear angle 
is just the vertical shear. To obtain the shear angle, we project the MCR of character blobs in 
some direction. Let the MCR of character blobs be },1|{ niss iN  the length of projection be 

 
iSL  (Figure 3), then we define a decision function as 

 





}{

)()(
NSSi

iSLL    (4) 

where ψ∈ [-φ, +φ]. 
 
The function L(ψ) can convey the quality of shear angles, and the minimum of the L(ψ) is the 
optimal. To optimize the algorithm, a flag was set. If the projection is overlapping, the flag is 
false, otherwise it is true. In the iterative process of calculation, the calculation in its direction will 
be abandoned if the flag is false, because it is not the best optimal, and will choose another 
angle to process. Let the   be the iterative step size, which determines the accuracy of the 

shear angle. The algorithm is described in Table 2. 
 
 

4. License Plate Rectification 
4.1. Rectification Transformation 

The horizontal tilt correction parameter θ* and shear parameter ψ* were obtained in the 
third and fourth sections. In this section, the two parameters will be used to rectify the license 
plate image. The transformation matrix of horizontal tilt correction and shear correction were 
defined respectively as  
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where the θ* and ψ* are the horizontal tilt correction and shear parameters.  

iODiOH
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Table 1. Obtaining the horizontal tilt angle 
/*Algorithm 1: Computing the tilt correction parameter*/ 

1. Eliminate the points on the background image, image binaryzation, create the image space ];,[ YXI  

2. //check the line via HT algorithm. 
3.     Define a parameter space ],[ Hu , initial it with 0; 

4.     for each point IyxI i ),( {    //searching all points on the image 

5.         for(   ;360;0 ){ 

6.             Computing  sincos yx  ; 

7.            1),(),(  iiii HuHu  ;    // if hit a cell, then its accumulator increment by 1.  

8.         } 
9.     } 
10.     }max{)','( HuHu  ; 

11. Computing the n , and define new image space ],[' YXI ;   //The region between the two lines. 

12. //Searching the connected domains. 

13.     ],[' YXI  round its outline extended 1 pixel width with 0;    //The purpose is to unify the processing method 

with 8-unit-neiboring scheme. 

14.     Label all the destination points with no tag and define a set of MCR blobs, },,,{][ 2211 yxyxnS  ; 0k ; 

15.     repeat: searching the points on 
'I  

16.         Find a destination point, ),( yxpi ; 

17.             if( ),( yxpi has no tag){    //take the point p as seed. 

18.                 ),,,(][ yyxxskS  ; ),(),( yxpyxp i ;   //Initiate the coordinates of MCR  

19.                 repeat    //Obtain a MCR 

20.                     Push the destination points of 8-unit-neiboring of ),( yxp to stack; 

21.                     Pop a point from the top of the stack{ 

22.                         Label the point ),( ii yxp  with tag; 

23.                         Adjust the coordinates of the MCR{ 

24.                             if )( 1xxi  then ixx 1 ; if )( 1yyi  then ixx 1 ; 

25.                             if )( 2xxi  then ixx 2 ; if )( 2yyi  then iyy 2 ; 

26.                         } 

27.                         ),(),( ii yxpyxp  ; goto row 20; 

28.                     } 
29.                 until(the stack is nothing); 
30.             } 

31.     until(all the points on 
'I  are searched) 

32.     Computing the }1,,1|{  nii  by the MCR blobs; 

33.     return 

n

i in 1

1  ;    //return the horizontal tilt angle,  

Note: In a MCR, ),,,( 2211 yxyxS , ),,,( 2211 yxyx notates the upper left and the lower right coordinates. 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3. The different values of the projection function in different directions. 
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Table 2. Obtaining the vertical shear angle. 
/*Algorithm 2: Computing the vertical tilt angle correction parameter*/ 

1. Define the step size ∆ψ; Let a projection angle be ψ=-φ+∆ψ, candidate optimal shear angle be ψ*=0, a projection 

function of MCR be L(ψ), candidate shortest projection function be L*(ψ*); 

2. repeat 

3.     adjust projection direction, ψ←(ψ+∆ψ); 

4.     Project each character MCR {S0,…, Sn} in direction ψ{ 

5.         if(projection overlap) 

6.              goto (3); 

7.         else 

8.              computer L(ψ)←Σsi∈SnL(Si); 

9.      } 

10.     if(L(ψ)< L*(ψ*)) 

11.         L*(ψ*)←L(ψ); 

12. until(ψ>φ) 

13. return(ψ*) 

 
 
The final correction transformation is 
 

TT yxAyx )1,,()1,','(      (5)  
where A=R(θ*)*SH(ψ*), (x,y) is the point on the original image and (x',y') is the point after 
transformation. 
 
4.2. Decimal Fraction Issue 

Obviously, the pixel coordinates (x', y') obtained by equation (5) may be decimal. We 
call them subpixel. However, the coordinates of digital images must be integer values. If the 
pixel coordinate (x', y') is decimal, it should be retained because it is also the point on the 
image. This issue is addressed as follows. 

Assume that the coordinate's values of the point )','( yxp  are decimal. And its 4-unit-

neighboring points of which are )3,2,1,0( ipi . The square was divided into 4 rectangles 

)3,2,1,0( iRi  by the subpixel point p (Figure 4). Let the area of the iR  is  )3,2,1,0( iAi  

respectively, then, the sum of them is 1, 


3

0
1

i iA . Assume that the probability that the p hits 

the square (not containing the four corner points) is equal probability. We can easily obtain that 

the ii ARp )(  and  

3

0
)(

i iRp =1. Let the )(f  be the intensity of the pixel. Note that the image 

is not the black-and-white image, but a gray image. Then the decimal fraction issue can be 
coped with equation (6). 

 
)()()()'( iii pfpfAppf     (6) 

 
where )( ipf notate the intensity before processing, )( '

ipf notate the intensity after processing, 

)( iAp  is the probability that the point p  hits the rectangle iR . 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4. The geometrics configuration of subpixel 
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5. Experiment and Conclusion 
To evaluate the flexibility and effectiveness, more than 200 images, shot randomly 

under various conditions, were tested. The size of the images was 640 × 480 pixels, and the 
format was 24-bit BMP or JPG. The license plates extraction were finished in our earlier work 
[3]. The next tasks are character segmentation [15] and recognition. The techniques in this 
paper preprocess the image before character segmentation, the purpose is to improve the 
condition of character segmentation. As was discussed previously, it consists of the horizontal 
tilt and vertical shear transformation. The typical experimental results were shown in Table 3. 

As far as the complexity concerned, it is O(n2) for the entire algorithms, coming primarily 
from the HT and MCR algorithms. However, the quantity of processing data is small for a 
license plate. The algorithm was optimized by cutting the hard data set (See Algorithm 2). The 
running time is not more than one millisecond on the VC6.0 platform in the environment of the 
XP OS and 2M memory. Above all, the conclusion can be drawn that we developed a simple 
and novel algorithm to rectify license plates, and the algorithm is characteristically robust, 
flexible, and effective. 

 
 

Table 3. The typical experimental correction results  
 The license plate 

extracted from the 
images. 

The Hough transformation 
and the geometrics 
configuration of 
characters 

The horizontal tilt 
correction 

The vertical shear 
correction 

1 
 

2 

 

3 

4 

5 

6 
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